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NOTES 

(1) to play along with the original, use Capo 1 
(2) the notes in brackets show what happens in the bass- these are often difficult to 

replicate on the ukulele, so we have shown the standard ukulele chords, which work 
fine, leaving the piano or bass to complete the sonic picture- more experienced 
guitarists will also be able to replicate this effect 

(3) Ukulele – for Bb(C) play Bsus2- that works nicely. 
 
Strum: d du udu 
 
Verse 1 
                  Bb(C)////                 Bb(C)////                       C////   C//// 
You never close your eyes anymore when I kiss your lips 
                        Bb(C)////                Bb(C)////              C////   C//// 
And there's no tenderness like before in your fingertips 
                      Dm////                     Em////        F////    F(G)// G// 
You're trying hard not to show it, (baby)- but baby, baby I know it 
 
Chorus 
C////                     Dm(C)////     G////                 C////    
- You've lost that lovin' feelin'  - - whoa, that lovin' feelin' 
C////                       Dm(C)////                  Bb(C)// F(C)//  Bb(C)////    C////   C//// 
- - You've lost that lovin' feelin', now it's gone -  gone...gone...woah__      - - - now there’s no 
 
Verse 2 
Bb(C)////                      Bb(C)////                    C////   C//// 
Welcome look in your eyes when I reach for you 
                          Bb(C)////        Bb(C)////            C////   C//// 
And now you're starting to criticize the things I do 
                     Dm////                     Em////             F////                     F(G)//        G// 
It makes me just feel like crying (baby)- 'cause baby, something beautiful's dying 
 
Chorus 2 
C////                     Dm(C)////     G////                 C////    
- You've lost that lovin' feelin'  - - Whoa, that lovin' feelin' 
C////                       Dm(C)////                  Bb(C)// F(C)//  Bb(C)////     
- - You've lost that lovin' feelin', now it's gone -  gone...gone...woah__    
 



 

Breakdown 
C// F//    G// F/ G(D)/   
C//        F//    G//              F/       G(D)/            C// F//    G// F/ G(D)/   
- Baby baby, I get down on my knees for you 
C//                  F//    G//       F/             G(D)/    C//  F//    G// F/ G(D)/   
- If you would only love me - like you used to do, yeah 
C//              F//        G//      F/                   G(D)/       C//  F//    G// F/ G(D)/   
- We had a love, a love, a love you don't find everyday 
      C//     F//     G//      F/           G(D)/  C//  F//    G// F/ G(D)/   
So don't, don't, don't, don't let it slip away 
 
C//     F//        G//     F/ G(D)/    
Baby (baby), baby (baby)                
                                        I beg you  

C//  F//     G//       F/ G(D)/     C//                 F//          G//                  F/ G(D)/            
       please          please          - need your love         - I need your love 
please        please      I need your love              - I need your love                 - so bring it on 

 
C//                   F//          G//                      F/ G/      
- so bring it on back         - so bring it on back 
back                  - bring it on back 

Chorus 3 
C////                     Dm(C)////     G////                C////    
- Bring back that lovin' feelin'  - - whoa, that lovin' feelin' 
C////                       Dm(C)////                     Bb(C)////           Bb(C)//// 
- - Bring back that lovin' feelin' 'cause it's gone  -  gone  - gone 
         Bb(C)//// Bb(C)////   C//  F//   G//  F/ G(D)/ 
And I can't go on -  woah__ 
 
Repeat Chorus 3 to end 


